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Game ID: com.ninjakiwi.monkeycityCreate and customize your own Monkey City in this groundbreaking blend of urban construction and tower defense! UNIQUE SIMULATION - STRATEGY GAMING Bring back wildlife from invading hordes and traverse your path from a modest settlement to a thriving
metropolis. Attack the bloon-infested area adjacent to your city, win a short tower defense game, and add trapped territory to your city as the space on which to build. Every time you build, your city looks cooler, you increase your power capacity in tower defense play, and you open up even more rewards
and challenges. AMAZING DEPTH AND VARIETY All 21 of the fully awesomized and carefully balanced Bloons TD 5 towers are available in Monkey City, with brand new unlock mechanics. More than 130 buildings and decorations give you endless strategies and options for urban design. Explore the
desert to find treasure tiles and uncover 11 powerful special items such as a banana replicator and Dark Temple Idol. Blast bloons on 55 all new tower defense maps or test your skills on 13 wildly challenging original special missions. REINFORCE YOUR FRIENDS Connect with friends with facebook and
Game Services, and then help each other win and expand. Send Crates delivers back and forth for a bonus starting cash. Visit city friends to test your strategies and your urban design skills, and while you are there to root out any bloon spies to win the award for you and your friend. SHOW OFF YOUR
SKILLS Create the strongest line-up of monkey towers and compete with other players for the best result in the weekly Contests Under Contested Territory. Use the latest in science monkey to send the player against the player bloon attacks and then see whose defenses are strongest and earn additional
rewards for winning. Download for free and play Bloons Monkey City now! Pro tip: You can move your buildings when they're not upgrading or damaging - just click and hold then go to free captured tiles! Please note: Bloons Monkey City can be downloaded and played (except for the internet, carrier, data,
devices and other services for which the player is financially responsible), but some in-game items can be purchased for real money. You can disable the payment feature by disabling in-app purchases in your device settings, or contact us by email protected for help. City data is organized individually, so if
you share multiple cities on the same device through multiple gaming services or Facebook logins, please note that your IAP will only apply to a city active during purchase. A small mistake fixes the monkeys... But not like that, we know them. Bloons Monkey City is being invaded by aliens! Join this new
recurring event and help capture aliens hiding among your citizens and send them back into space. Defeat the invasion and earn some great rewards! We've also added the ability to play special mission missions You like it. Package Name: com.ninjakiwi.monkeycity Version: 1.12.4 (1021471) File size:
62.5 MB Updated: July 22, 2020 Minimum version Android: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 6a9c42383c827f88fccb403733ba8796 SHA1: cc59f5ec07705c87da815967a79e4f5000d Correction ... but not in the way we know them. Bloons Monkey City is being invaded by aliens! Join this new
recurring event and help capture aliens hiding among your citizens and send them back into space. Defeat the invasion and earn some great rewards! We've also added the ability to play special missions whenever you like. Find yourself in another big tower defense gameplay with Bloons and Monkeys as
you help friendly monkeys in their expedition to new lands. With Bloons lurking around, threatening to take control of your bases, you will have to adjust your defenses properly to confront enemies. Build your headquarters with different monkey buildings and unlock Amazing Monkey Darts to help you in
popping off these annoying bloons. Take on a few tasks as you cruise through different maps and levels. Experience various torrential attacks from enemies as you calm your formidable defenses. Make use of powerful dark monkeys to resist the unique forces of Bloons.Who will come out on top in this
amazing match up? It's all up to you. Find out more about this amazing kiwi ninja game with our reviews. StoryFollowing events in previous games in the series, Bloons Monkey City introduces Android gamers to a new adventure with friendly monkeys and their not-so-friendly enemies of the Bloons. Don't
be fooled by their innocuous baloony looks because these bloons monster will take you at any moment. That being said, we'll need the help of a strong dart monkey to whip out these annoying bloons.This time, you'll be joining Monkey King and his army on an epic expedition into the wild land. Build your
defense and claim territory along with the valuable resources that are presented to you. However, you will have to be careful against Bloons attacks, since these nasty enemies of yours will never leave your people alone. Take a number of interesting levels and stages as you force the annoying bloons that
chase your people from your bases. Create a strong defense at each base as you wait for the Bloons to attack. Stay alive until the end to successfully banish them. Along with your expeditions, you can also create your Monkey City and build various buildings on it to unlock new monkey darts, put on new
buffs on your armies, and more. There are a lot of interesting ones to look forward to, so don't miss any of them in Bloons Monkey City.Here you'll find all the cool features Game has to offer: For a start, Android gamers are gamers Have their chances to experience the unique gameplay of the defense
tower where you can enjoy both the simulation and the strategic aspects of it. Find you and your monkey armies taking back the desert by challenging the Bloons in the thrilling battle of the defense tower. Position the dart monkey properly to prevent enemies from getting through. Make powerful amateurs
to turn the tide of battles. And on the other hand, you can also create your own headquarters featuring various buildings in Monkey City. Build unique buildings to increase the number of dart monkeys that you can deploy or apply different buffs on your armies as well as debuffs on enemies. Make your city
look cooler with multiple settings, and have fun with friendly monkey citizens. And for devoted Bloons fans, you'll now have access to the same in-depth and exciting gameplay tower defense problems with multiple towers to pick up, unique buffs and debuffs to apply to battles, and dozens of interesting
maps to enjoy. That being said, the game starts with more than 21 different tower monkeys from the famous Bloons TD 5. In addition, you will also have over 130 different buildings and decorations to customize your Monkey City. Explore an incredible desert where you'll have a chance to enjoy epic tower
defense gameplay in over 55 different environments. In addition to making things even more interesting, gamers can also enjoy the game with their friends and online gamers from all over the world as you help each other to win against the Bloons and expand the territory by sending materials and help. In
addition, you can also test your city building strategies and skills and then go back to your headquarters and apply interesting food. In addition, you can also shoot Bloon spies who are lurking around the headquarters of your friends and earn amazing rewards for both of you. On the other hand, the best
players can also compete with each other in epic matches at the rating tables. Climb the prestigious leaders as you go for this absolute reward. Find yourself showing off your amazing skills with epic tower defense challenges in weekly events and create the strongest line to face that of your enemies. Earn
your victories in the weekly contests Contested territory, have fun and beat their opponents. Show your defense skills in a total bloons attack and find out which player can stay for a long time. For those interested, you can also have a game installed on your mobile devices for free. And all it takes is for
you to find and download it from the Google Play Store. However, since it is a freemium name, players are still limited in app purchases as well Ads. For any of you who are not impressed by the discreet gameplay of the ads and and shopping, we have just the right things for you with a modified version of
Bloons Monkey City. Here you will have access to unlimited coins, gems and energies so that you can do whatever you want. Also, there will also be no ads to bother you while you are playing the game, which is also a great thing. And all this can be achieved without having to pay anything. Just download
our Bloons Monkey City Mod APK instead and you'll be good to go. Immerse yourself in a refreshing and friendly world in Bloons Monkey City, where you will have the chance to face the evil Blun in the exhilarating battles to defend the tower. Create your stunning Monkey City, put on amazing settings,
and have fun in epic brawls with enemies of colorful Bloons attacks. With relaxing and comforting soundtracks, Bloons Monkey City is definitely a great game for you to enjoy while you are in the world of Bloons. Expect nothing less than epic battles with a responsive and intuitive sound effect from this
game and more. For those interested in this particular genre, especially fans of Bloons TD 6 and Bloons TD Battles, now you will have access to another great tower defense adventure in Bloons Monkey City. And this time, things can even get more interesting with the new city building and mechanical
management. But most importantly, you can not forget about our amazing fashion, which just takes the gameplay to a whole new level. Level.
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